How to cite a book or e-book in APA. Illustrates the difference in the construction of the reference between material types - the in-text citation is identical for identical books in print and ebook formats.

Welcome to APA Helps presented by Off Campus Library Services

In this podcast, we will demonstrate how to cite both a print book and an electronic book.

There are two ways of citing a source, the first is through an in text citation.

Quoting a source is when you take the words exactly as they appear in the original source. If a quote is less than 40 words, you set it off with quotation marks. In-text citation for a quoted source should include an author, if there is no author, the title, copyright date, page numbers, paragraph numbers, or section title.

Paraphrasing a source is when you take an idea, concept, etc., and restate it using your own words. It is not set off with quotation marks. In text citations for a paraphrase should include the author, and if there is no author, the title and copyright date.

Citing a print book
The first element of your citation will be the author. You will list the author by last name first, first initial, period, second initial, period. The date is the next element. You will put the date in parentheses followed by a period. Next comes the title. The title is italicized and the first word is capitalized. If there is a subtitle, the first word of the subtitle is also capitalized. Next comes the place of publication, you’ll need to list both the city and the state. Lastly, list the publisher and follow it by a period.

Next let’s look at how to cite an e-book. It is much the same as citing a print book. There are a few basic differences. However, you still list the author first. Please list the author by last name first, first initial, period, second initial, period. Next comes the date, and it is in parentheses followed by a period. Next comes the title. The title is italicized and the first word is capitalized. If there is a subtitle, the first word is capitalized. Additionally, with an e-book, you have the source of where you found the e-book in brackets following the title. Lastly, is the retrieved from date, this is the url where you located your e-book.

For help with APA format or other research needs, please call Off Campus Library Services toll-free at 1-800-521-1848 or email ocls@indwes.edu